
Automation Engineer - part-time

Hi, we're Smartlook!

We're working on our own product, an innovative Software-as-a-Service solution for product
analytics, which is used by companies all over the world to achieve their full potential.

We're a company where you can quickly make an impact, which will be seen all over the
world.

● Our specialization is the analytics of user behaviour - we're used by banks, cryptocurrency
trading platforms, gaming developers, and ecommerce platforms

● We're everywhere - our software development kits (SDK) are available for all big platforms:
web and SPA, mobile apps, games in Unity and Unreal

● We're creating a truly global product - more than 85% of your income is generated by foreign
companies

We are looking for a Automation engineer, that will help us automate our web testing process, run
our product smoothly. You'd work in a team with our experienced Front-end developers, who would
guide you through our testing standards, being a part of their decision process.

What should you have?
● Mainly enthusiasm for testing and enthuasiasm for increasing product quality
● Experience in web testing is a huge plus
● Previous experience with automated testing and creation of test scenarios is a plus
● Knowledge of HTML, CSS and any OOP is a must
● Cypress experience is a huge plus
● Our Front-end tech stack is JavaScript and TypeScript, so any experience in these

languages is pretty welcomed

What does working with us look like?
● Absolute freedom in when and where you work from (we like to meet in the office once in a

while)
● You can join us on full time, but if you still need to study, part-time is fine too! We are pretty

flexible.
● No complicated hierarchy or bureaucracy - just a bunch of people (90 at the moment) who

like their job and want to create something special
● Offices in Brno (19th floor of Šumavská Tower - the best view in Brno)
● Regular meetups with speakers, team buildings, afterwork beers or just classic parties

How to apply?
Send your CV directly to
iveta.pietraszova@smartlook.com
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